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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce the notions of initial and final fuzzy topologies. In 
Theorems I .4 and 2.4, we show that from a categorical point of view they are the 
right concepts to generalize the topological ones. In Theorem 1.6, we show that 
with our notion of fuzzy compactness the Tychonoff product theorem is safe- 
guarded. We also show that this is not the case for weak fuzzy compactness. 
For notions and results used but not defined or shown in this paper, we refer 
the reader to [lo]. 
1. INITIAL FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
If we consider a set E, a fuzzy topological space (F, y), and a function 
f : E 4 F, then we can define 
f-‘(y) = {f-l(A): h E y:. 
It is easily seen that f-‘(r) is the smallest fuzzy topology making f fuzzy con- 
tinuous. 
More generally, consider a family of fuzzy topological spaces (Fj , yj)lsJ and, 
for each j E J, a function 
fi: E-+F$. 
Then it is easily seen that the union 
;f i’(rJ 
is a subbase for a fuzzy topology on E making every fj fuzzy continuous. 
Moreover, it is the smallest fuzzy topology with this property. We denote it by 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The initial fuzzy topology on E for the family of fuzzy 
topological spaces (8’j , ‘yi)jsJ and the family of functions 
is the smallest fuzzy topology on E making each functionfj fuzzy continuous. 
From this definition it is easily checked that we have the following analogous 
result to that of topology, 
Within the notations of the definition, let (G, S) be a fuzzy topological space 
and let f be a function from G to E. Then f will be fuzzy continuous iff all the 
compositions fi 0 f are fuzzy continuous. Moreover, the initial fuzzy topology 
on E is the finest one possessing this property. It is equally clear that the tran- 
sitivity property for initial topologies holds for initial fuzzy topologies. 
The proof of these assertions is quite straightforward and will be left to the 
interested reader. 
In case the family (Fj , yJjeJ is a family of topologically generated fuzzy 
topological spaces, we have the next problem; Vj E J, let 3/j = w(K) (see [IO]), 
where 6 is some topology on Fj . 
Then, on the one hand, we can consider as defined 
and, on the other hand, we can consider first the initial topology and then take 
the fuzzy topology generated by it, i.e., 
w(sup fi’(5)). 
id 
We can prove that both methods give the same fuzzy topology. 
Let E be a set and (F, 6) a fuzzy topological space. 
LEMMA 1.1. Iff: E+F, 6 then 
L( f -1(q) = f -l(@)) = L( f -l(S)). 
Proof. f : E, f-l(@)) ---+ F, ~(8) is continuous; thus f : E, w( f -‘(@))) + F, 
8 is fuzzy continuous. This implies w( f -I(@))) 3 f-l(8) 3 f-l(S) * f -‘(i(S)) 3 
‘(f-‘(S)) 3 L( f-‘(8)). Further, f: E, f-l(8) -+F, S is fuzzy continuous; thus 
f: E, WV)) --+F, 4s) is continuous, and this implies b( f -l(6)) 3 f-l(@)). 
LEMMA 1.2. If f : E + F, w(T) then 
w( f -‘(9-)) = f -‘(w(q). 
Proof. From Lemma 1.1 with 6 = w(Y), it follows that c( f-l(w(Y))) = 
f-l(Y) and thus 
f-‘@v-N = 4f -v-)) 3 f -‘(4~)) c 4f-V-D 
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To prove the missing inclusion, it suffices to show that VV E w( f-‘(Y)) there 
exists p E w(.Y’) such that 
v =f-l(p), 
i.e., a p E w(Y) such that the following diagram is commutative. 
Let v E u)( f-l(Y)); then a factorizing p will exist only if Qx, y E E f(x) = 
f(r) => 44 = v(y). Let Y EfW and x1 # x2 if-l(y). VG ~f-l(Y) we have 
either f-l(y) C G, or f-l(y) n G = 4. 
Put v(xl) < 01 < v(xJ. Since v E ~(f-l(f)), we have 
v-l&Y, 11) Ef-‘(F), 
and, since x2 of-l(y) n v-l&, l]), this implies f-r(y) C v-l(]1y, I]), in contra- 
diction with v(xr) < 01. Thus a factorizing function p exists. 
Further, for @ E w(Y) such that 6 of = f-‘(P) = v to exist it now suffices to 
show two things: 
(4 p/f (4 E 4~lW-9); 
(b) Vt E w(F/f(E)) there exists [ E W(Y) such that 
kf(E) = 5. 
Put f(E) -F’ and Y/B” = Y’; then 
(a) f: E, f-l(F) -+F’, F’ . 1s an open surjection and thus, Qol E I, 
ph-(]a, 11) = f 0 v-l(]o, 11) E 3-‘. 
Thus p/8” E ~(5’). 
(b) 5 E w(.Y’) iff Z(c) = {(x, r): C(X) > r> is open in F’ x I, equipped 
with 9 x 42 = Y x a/(?” x I) where % denotes the usual topology on I. 
Thus there exists 9 E .Y x % such that 
LqS) = Y n (F’ x I). 
Now put X2’ = {I: (x, Y) E Y} and 
{:$‘+I 
X’ sup r. 
TFPr’ 
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Put PEP” = {(x, T): 3~’ E 2,’ T < r’>; then obviously 
and c/F’ = 5. 
It remains to show that 9(c) = 2” and that 2”’ E Y x 92. First we have 
6% ro> E dp(%) * %(4 > r(j 0 sup+.‘-E”z’ Y > ra 0 3r, E _Ep,’ ri > r-0 0 (X, rs) E zip”. 
Second, if (x, r) E 9” then there exists (x, r,,) E 9’ with rO > r. Since Y’ is an 
open set there exists G,, E Y and (Y,, /3,, E I such that 
Then clearly 
and thus 2” is an open set. This shows that we can extend p/f(E) to a function 
fi E W(Y), and then 
v = /Ii 0 f = f -l(P) Ef-ycq-)). 
This shows equality of f-‘(w(Y)) and w(f-l(6)). 
LEMMA 1.3. If E is a set and (9&eJ is a family of topologies on E, then 
sup W(Yj) = w(sup Yj). 
jEJ jEJ 
Proof. Vi E J, we have w(YJ C w(supgsJ Yj); this obviously implies 
supjeJ w(~J C w(supjEJ Yj). For the converse, let 
p-l(]a, I]) E sup Yj . (1) 
To make calculations somewhat easier let us agree to put Q, = 2(“~cJrj), the 
set of all finite subsets of (JipJ JY . Then (1) is equivalent to the statement 
that VOW EI there exists I$~ C @ such that 
p-l(~~, 11) = u n G. 
Now VLX E I put 
va = sup inf UXo. 
wb, Gw 
Then it is clear that Va E I, P E supjEJ w(Yj), and, since ~1 = sup,,, va, we also 
have that p E supjsJ w(q). 
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Now combining Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we have 
THEOREM 1.4. If E is a set, (Fj , Tj)jeJ is a family of topological spaces, and 
fj: E - Fj is a family of functions, then we have 
sup f 3’(W(Yj)) == w(sup f i’(Yj)). 
jCJ iE.l 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. 
Consider now a set E, a family of fuzzy topological spaces (Fi , Sj)jEJ , and a 
family of functions 
fj: E-Fj. 
Then, on the one hand, we can consider the initial fuzzy topology as defined 
and take the associated topology, i.e., 
@up f i’(W 
je3 
On the other hand, we can consider the family of topological spaces 
(Fj 7 G!;))jeJ and take the initial topology, i.e., 
sup f iY@&. 
jEJ 
Showing that these two topologies are equal is trivial. 
THEOREM 1.5. If E is a set, (Fj , 6j)i,J is a family of fuzzy topological spaces, 
and fj: E + Fi is a family of functions, then we have 
L(SUP f i’(Sj)) = sup f ;‘(‘(sj)). 
jsJ iaJ 
Proof. From Lemma 1.1, it follows that 
vj E J, f iWd) = Lfil(%), 
and the result then follows analogously as in Lemma 1.3. 
Goguen [6] has shown that arbitrary products of quasi-fuzzy compact spaces 
needn’t be quasi-fuzzy compact (see [IO]). It is also shown that the property 
holds for finite products. Contrarily, our definition of fuzzy compactness 
safeguards the Tychonoff theorem as we shall show in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If (Ej , 6j)j,J is a family of fuzzy topological spaces, then 
the fuzzy product topology on JJIieJ Ej is defined as the initial fuzzy topology on 
njfJ Ej for the family of spaces (I$ , 8j)jaJ and functions fi: &J Ej -+ E, where 
Vi E J, fi = pri , the projection on the ith coordinate. We denote this fuzzy 
toPol%Y rIw% * 
409/58/I-2 
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THEOREM 1.6. If (Ej , G& is a family of fuzzy compact fuzzy topological 
spaces, then the product space (&J Ei , &, Sj) is also fuzzy compact. 
Prooj. From [IO, Theorem 4.61, it is sufficient to show that, for any family 
B in 
u = {pi’(v): j E J, Y E Si> 
such that there exists 01, E, 01 > E > 0 such that V/J, E 2’8) 
we have supVEs v $ (Y. 
Let p be such a family; then Vj E J put 
/3j = (v E 6,: p$(v) E/l}. 
Then V(&), E 2(83); we have {pr;‘(v): v E (/$)a} E 2’s), and thus there exists 
x E nioJ Ej such that 
sup p+(V) (Z) < (y. - E 
&QJ 
0 sup V(Zj) < a! - E 
48j)O 
es- “=l&V(%) < (a - (43) - W)- 
Since the above inequality holds for all (p& E 2(aj) it follows from the fuzzy 
compactness of (E3 , 6,) that there exists xj E Ei such that 
sup V(Xj) < 01 - (E/2). 
V@, 
The same is true for every j E J, and if we put x = (xJjpJ we have 
sup V(X) = sup sup v(x) 
v@ jE] ~Epnpr;‘(8~) 
= sup sup pY&L) (x) 
kl r@j 
= sup sup &) < o? - (E/2) < 01. 
ieJ f&j 
The following theorem shows that weak fuzzy compactness (see [lo]) is 
preserved only by finite products. 
THEOREM 1.7. If (Ej , &)+I, . . . . n. is a finite number of weakly fuzzy compact 
fuzzy topological spaces then the product space (n: Ej , I$ Si) is weakly fuzzy 
compact. 
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Proof. From [lo, Theorem 4.71, it is sufficient to show that for any family fi in 
I? = {pr;“(v): j = 1 ,...,n, v E Sj) 
such that there exists E > 0 such that V/l,, E 2(O) SU~,,~, v 3 1 - 6, we have 
SUP,& v i 1. 
Let p be such a family, then Vj = l,..., n, put 
pi :: (v E sj: pry’(v) E pt. 
Then V&J), E 2@i); we have 
{pY;l(v): v E (&)“} E 2(H), 
and thus 3~ E ny Ej such that 
sup pr&) (Z) < 1 - E 
46j)” 
sup V(.Zj) i 1 - E. 
am” 
Thus there exists xj E Ej such that sup,,a, p(q) < 1. 
Put X = (x1 ,..., x,); then we have 
sup V(X) = sup sup v(x) 
v@ j=t ,...,n v~@npv;‘(8~) 
= sup sup PG%) (x) 
j=l,....n &Jj 
zzz sup sup &j) .:c 1. 
j=1 z...,n Uie6j 
We shall give a counterexample to show that in general arbitrary products of 
weakly fuzzy compact spaces are no longer weakly fuzzy compact. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. V~'~EN let 
and 
In =I 
6, = {CL: CL constant) U ((1 - (1 in)) xA: A C I). 
Then clearly, Vn E N, (I, , S,) is weakly fuzzy compact. 
n s, = <w3 - vi n >) xA: A C I, n E N$ u {CX: a constant)?. 
“? 
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Now, for XEI, 
pY,*(l - (l/n))xJy) = 1 - (l/n) if yn = x 
=o if Yn f x. 
Thus s~pm~,xer P r$( 1 - (l/n)) xz = 1. Now let n, ,..., nk E N and x1 ,..., xk E I; 
then take 
/ 
Ynl i Xl 
Yqpz : 
N 
ynk # xk ’ 
Then 
This shows that no finite subset, E > 0 chosen, can yield a supremum attaining 
at least 1 - E in all points of I& Z, . Thus (nN Zn , nN 8,) is not weakly fuzzy 
compact. 
2. FINAL FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
Consider a set F, a fuzzy topological space (E, a), and a function f : E -+ F; 
then we can define 
f (6) = ({Y: f -I(“) E 6)). 
It is easily seen that f (6) is the finest fuzzy topology making f fuzzy continuous. 
More generally, consider a family of fuzzy topological spaces (Ej , QiEJ and, 
for each j E J, a function fi: Ei -+ F. It is easily seen that the intersection 
1?Jf*(&) 
is the finest fuzzy topology on F making all the functions fj fuzzy continuous. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The final fuzzy topology on F, for the family of fuzzy 
topological spaces (Ej , 6j)i,J and the family of functions 
fj: (Ej , Sj> -+F, 
is the finest fuzzy topology on F making each function fj fuzzy continuous. 
Again, as was the case for initial fuzzy topologies we have the following results. 
Let (G, S) be a fuzzy topological space and let f be a function from F to G; 
then f will be fuzzy continuous iff all the compositions f o fi are fuzzy continuous. 
Again we have that the final fuzzy topology on F is the smallest one possessing 
this property. 
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We equally have that the transitivity property for final topologies holds for 
final fuzzy topologies. 
The proof of these assertions is straightforward. 
Analogous to the problem for initial fuzzy topologies, we have the next 
problem. Let the notations be as in the definition, and Vj E J; let 6j := w(.q). 
Then, on the one hand we have 
and on the other hand we have 
-Again we can show the two fuzzy topologies to be the same. 
LEMMA 2.1. If f: E, 6 --+ F then we have 
4f 69) = f WN ’ 4f (W 
Proof. To show the inclusions ‘(f(8)) r) f (t(8)) 1 L( f(8)) we proceed as in 
Lemma 1.1. The remaining inclusion is shown using the latter one upon 8, 
I.C., 
4f @)) CfM)) = f(b o 44s))) == f(@))- 
LEMMA 2.2. If f : E, w(T) -+ F, then we have 
f (w(T)) = w( f (3)). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 it follows, with 6 = w(Y), than 
f (WV)) = z 4f V)). 
However, f (w(Y)) is topologically generated. Indeed it is the finest fuzzy topo- 
logy making f: E, w(.Y) -+ F, f (w(7)) fuzzy continuous. But since w(Y) is -- 
topologically generated, f : E, w(.Y) ---f F, f(w(Y)) still is fuzzy continuous (see 
[lo, Proposition 3.11) and thus f (w(T)) =.f(u(.T)). 
LEMMA 2.3. If E is a set and (4?lj)jSJ is a family of topologies on E, then 
Proof. Y E w (n., @J o Y is continuous for njEJ ‘#!j on E and for I, o Y 
is continuous for 4Vj on E and for I,. I Vj E J - v E nieJ w(Qj). 
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THEOREM 2.4. If F is a set, (Ej ,9& is a family of topological spaces, and 
fi: Ej +F is a family of functions, then 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.2 and 2.3. 
We do not have a result for final fuzzy topologies analogous to the one for 
initial fuzzy topologies in Theorem 1.5. It is easily seen that if (Ei , 3/j)jpJ is a 
family of fuzzy topological spaces and if f j: Ei -+ F is some family of functions, 
we do have 
That we have no more is shown by the next 
COUNTERRXAMPLE. (a) Let E be an abstract set equipped with the fuzzy 
topologies 
y1 = {v: V(X) 3 g Vx E E} u {a: a: constant < Q}, 
~a = {v: V(X) < fr Vx E E} u (a: OL constant > J}. 
Then I = +a) = 2E, but yr n y2 = { LU: 01 constant}, and thus l(rr n y2) = 
(4, El, i.e., 
43 n Y2) $44 n 4Y2). 
(b) Let E = I, F = {p, 4) and define the function f by 
f(x) = p if x E [0, +I, 
f(x) = q if x El+, 11. 
Put 6 = {v~,~: 01, /I E I, cx < @} where 
V&X) = 01 if x < % 
=x if a<x<B, 
zzz B if p < x. 
Then it is easily seen that ~(8) = (101, 11: a E I> u (0, and thusf (l(S)) = (9, (~1, F>- 
On the other hand, if p E f (a), then there exist 01, /3, OL < p such that p 0 f = 
~,,s . But the factorizing TV can exist only if f (x) = f (y) implies Y,,~(x) = ~,,s( y) 
for all x, y. 
This implies that v,,, ~I+J and ~,,s /[a.+] are both constant, which in turn is 
possible only if vlrea = 4. Obviously, then, /.L E +. This means that f (6) is trivial 
and thus t( f (6)) = {F, I$}, w ic h h is strictly smaller than f(@)). 
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